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constrained from carrying out its mandate by a private settlement between

the SARB and Deutsche Bank.

The settlement cannot in any way affect the Commissions Report, its

findings or its recommendations to the President. If the recommendations

do entail any criminal proceedings being instituted, it is the responsibility

of the State to prosecute and not the SARB.

As a justification for entering into the settlement agreement, the SARB

clearly acting on advice from its legal advisors argued they chose to enter

into a settlement agreement with Deutsche Bank Johannesburg for two

reasons. Firstly on account of the fact that they may not be able to prove

that Deutsche Bank Johannesburg failed to adhere to Exchange Control

Regulations wilfully or negligently. They may have therefore been able to

show the absence the dolus or culpa. Either of these would be essential

for establishing mens rea for the purpose of securing a criminal conviction.

The SARB's legal advisors refer to S v De 810m (1977 (3) SA 513(A) 120 S

v De Blom deals with the contravention of Exchange Control.Regulations

in particular Regulation 22 of the Exchange Control Regulations. It and

the cases that followed it established the principle that guilt in the form of

either willfulness (mens rea in the form dolus) or negligence being mens

rea in the form of culpa is sufficient and that in the interpretation of a

definition of a statutory offence it is presumed until the contrary appears

that the legislature did not wish to make an innocent illegal act punishable.

It further held that although mens rea is not expressly required in

Regulation 22 of the Exchange Control Regulations, it seems clear that an

innocent illegal act or omission is not punishable.

390. While the Commission does not wish to pronounce on the settlement

because it is not within its mandate and does not affect its findings, it does

120 See Annexure 25
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feel that the cautiousness of the Reserve Bank's legal advisors is not

justified as the evidence placed before the Commission shows that

Deutsche Bank had knowledge of the provisions of the Exchange Control

Regulations, Rulings and Orders and Rules and would therefore have

known what could or could not be done in terms of those Rules and

Regulations. Alternatively, as an Authorised Dealer it should have been

completely and fully familiar with requirements of the Exchange Control

Regulations, Rulings and Orders and Rules.

391 The submission by Deutsche Bank's attorneys that the Commission

should establish firstly that a particular transaction gave rise to or

contributed to the rapid depreciation of the Rand for the period under

review and only in such a case can it proceed to establish whether such

transactions were illegal or unethical or contravened the Exchange Control

Regulations does have substance. The Commission agrees with this view

but is satisfied that in the instance of Nampak the Commission has made

a positive finding and is therefore entitled to make a finding relating to the

Exchange Control Regulations.

The M-Cell Share Placement

The M-Cell share placement was investigated by the Commission and

falls outside the period under review and is therefore not dealt within this

Report.

The currency conversion was effected subsequent to 31 December 2001

RECOMMENDATION

The M-Cell share placement should be investigated as it appears to have

been implemented on the same basis as the Sasol and Nampak

transactions.
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Equity Diamond Cutting Works (Ply) transactions

Equity Diamond Cutting Works exports approximately USD 5 million per

month. It also has some imports payable in USD.

In the week ending 7 December 2001, Equity Diamonds bought USD 65

million spot and sold USD 50 million spot and usa 10 million forward.

These amounts were done in USD 10, USD 5 and USD' 3 million

transactions. Equity Diamonds made a loss of R7 950 700 on these deals.

All these transactions were dealt through Nedbank. Nedbank identified the

excessive trading in December and suspended the direct dealing facility

that Equity Diamonds had with the dealing room.

The Managing Director of Equity Diamonds that they had no intention of

speculating in the Rand and were merely trying to ensure that their profits

were protected from movements in exchange rates.

399. Equity Diamonds had underlying commitments of a maximum cof U'SD 10

million and accordingly to the extent to which its dealings exceed normal

hedging activities they would be speculative in nature. At one point on 7

December 2001 Equity Diamonds had sold USD 39 million with an

underlying exposure of USD 10 million. Exchange control prohibits a

South African resident, either a person or entity from speculating in the

Rand. The transactions in excess of underlying commitments would be a

contravention of exchange control.

FINDINGS

During the week of 7 December when the Equity Diamond transactions

took place, the Rand depreciated against the US from 10,25 to 11.19.

400.
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The Commission finds that the Equity Diamond transactions contributed to

the depreciation of the Rand in the week of 7 December 2001.

PROFITS AND LOSSES OF AUTHORISED DEALERS

All material authorised dealers are market makers in the local foreign

exchange market. Market makers quote both a bid and offer price to the

market and stand ready to buy or sell at those quotes. They profit or make

losses from the spread between bid and offer prices as well as from

changes in market prices.

Market makers adjust their bid or offer prices depending upon positions

that they hold and/or upon their outlook for changes in prices.

Transactions are concluded on behalf of clients (client trading) or the

authorised dealer's own account (proprietary trading).

403 Proprietary trading is conducted for profit and by its nature is speculative.

Most authorised dealers stated that speculation is often used in a

pejorative sense, implying that speculative activities are in 'some 'way

improper or unethical. This they say is unjustified .and choose ,rather ..to

define speculation as adopting a view as to the likely movement in the

exchange rate of the currency and acting on that view with the intent of

making a profit or preventing a loss. They believe that speculation in fact

has a positive effect on the markets as a result of the liquidity that

speculators bring to the market. All agreed that according to their

definition of speculation they do engage in speculation but that this is in no

way unethical, improper or illegal.

404 However some authorised dealers found their market making role

increasing as non-resident banks withdrew from the market.
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The average monthly bid-offer spread provided by authorised dealers was

calculated from daily bid and offer rates sourced from Bloombergs.

406. The profits of individual authorised dealers are indexed to 100 in January

2001. The actual foreign exchange revenues for the last quarter of 2001

were R212 million for October, R189 million for November and R461

million for December 2001. The average monthly revenues of the foreign

exchange trading operations were R148 million per month for the first nine

months, and R288 million per month for the last three months of 2001.

Spreads were fairly consistent until September 2001. Thereafter the

spreads widened peaking in December 2001. Profits of authorised dealers

are volatile over the year and peak in December 2001.

408, The volatility in the exchange rate over the period under investigation

contributed significantly to the volatility in profits recorded by the

authorised dealers. The volatility of the profits can be ascribed to the

authorised dealers' market-making role. The spreads existing over this

period would translate into profits for market makers they profit from the

spread between bid and offer prices as well as from char1ges ..in. market

prices, the magnitude of which would be determined by the materiality of

the foreign denominated currency positions and the volume of

transactions, which authorised dealers hold.

409, Foreign exchange profits are comprised of both realised (difference

between bid and offer spread for spot transactions and between contract

and spot rates on settlement of forward transactions) and unrealised

(movement in value of net open position) profits. Unrealised revaluation

profit would increase or reduce in subsequent periods as the Rand

appreciates or depreciates. These profits would only be realised at the

levels reported should these rates have been sustained in the market and
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should the currency positions have been subsequently closed out at these

revaluation rates.

The graphs on page 111 reflect a direct correlation between the widening

in the spreads, particularly in December 2001 and the levels of profits

generated by authorised dealers by virtue of uni-directional traqing in the

Rand. This would mean that during December 2001 authorised dealers

viewed the Rand as a "one way bet" and speculated that the Rand would

depreciate. There is a direct inverse relationship between the movement

in spreads, and profits made, particularly in December 2001 and the

depreciation in the value of the Rand.

A total of 5,6 million foreign exchange transactions took place in 2001,

99% of which were dealt with by the Authorised Dealers without prior

reference to the exchange control department. 121 The exchange control

department of the SARB received only 36,634 for application from all

Authorised Dealers during the calendar year 2001. Except for ordinary

matters requiring the consent of the Minister of Finance" iike 1he

appointment of Authorised Dealers, only matter falling outside the current

exchange control policy and requiring an exemption from the Minister as

referred to National Treasury as advisors to the Minister. In 2001, only 28

matters were referred to the National Treasury.

412 Authorised dealers are appointed by the Minister of Finance to deal in

foreign exchange. As such, they are co-responsible with the Exchange

Control Department to ensure compliance with exchange control by

assisting Exchange Control Department to administer exchange, contro.!.

They administer exchange control predominantly over transactions

concluded by clients of the authorised dealers.

121 National Treasury Witness Statement p 18 -19
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413. To the extent that such a relationship constitutes a conflict of interest, ie,

authorised dealers generating revenue from their clients from transactions

effected in terms of exchange control, and at the same time, policing

compliance therewith, was not addressed in the KPMG report, nor was the

impact thereof on the efficient administration of exchange control

considered, The relationship between and theauthorised dealers is

based, almost entirely, on trust, as per the statement by Bruce Brand.

414. The purpose of exchange control is to monitor the in and outflow of foreign

exchange from the country, thereby protecting the foreign currency

reserves of the country.

415. In the KPMG report, several weaknesses were identified.. and can be

summarised as follows:

415.1 The time periods during which export proceeds can be repatriated.

In terms thereof it is possible for exporters to extend the time

period within which exports proceeds have to be converted into

Rand for up to 570 days from date of -export. This notwithstanding

the fact that the foreign currency proceeds 'may "gave "been

received prior thereto. Vide the minutes of Sasol, where schemes

can be devised to extend the time period for the repatriation of

export proceeds. The possibilities of exceeding the 180 days limit

in a CFC account can afso be abused by opening CFC accounts

with more than one authorised dealer and moving the foreign

currency between the different CFC accounts. No details or

quantum were provided in this respect.

415.2 Reference is made to the fact that the MT1 00 form procedurejs

not consistently and correctly applied by authorised dealers. The

conclusion is then made that the repatrration of export proceeds

cannot be completely controlled, and it is furthermore not practical
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for Exchange Control Department or authorised dealers to monitor

such, as reliance has to be placed on exporters.

415.3 The possible contraventions relating to local financial assistance

to non-residents or affected persons in terms of which they may

borrow securities or funds from .a ,local bank. or other entity or

person, and utilise such proceeds to borro'w from another bank.

These funds can be utilised to speculate against the Rand. It is

concluded that it is impossible for the lender to ensure compfiance

with exchange control. This is called double counting. The extent

of the problem could not be assessed.

415.4 Shorting the Rand. This entails a non-resident buying an FEC to

hedge an underlying Rand asset, which asset is subsequently

disposed, the proceeds converted to foreign currency, which are

then remitted offshore, while at the same time not closing out the

FEC. This enables a non-resident to effectively short the Rand.

This form of shorting cannot be controlled or rdentified, and the

extent thereof was not investigated.

414.5 Transfer pricing. This allows profits to be transferred abroad by a

South African importer being over-invoiced for goods purchased

or a South African exporter under-invoicing for its exports.

Furthermore, foreign companies may over-invoice their South

African subsidiaries in order to export the profits of the South

African subsidiaries. The extent of such a practice could not be

assessed. Although transactions pertaining to import I export

require external auditors to assess the reasonableness of the

price, in most cases, auditors are 'unat>le to cassess the

reasonableness thereof. This would further be a case where the

auditors of an importer I exporter earn a fee from the client, but at
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the same time are required to report to Exchange Control

Department any irregularities.

FINDINGS

415. The effective administration of Exchange Control is premised on a basis of

trust, willingness and capability of Exchange Control, authorised dealers

and corporates, to administer their responsibilities. The commensurate

increase in cost of administration and considerations of whether exchange

control is moral or not, can increase the propensity to circumvent

exchange control. Exchange control is seen by foreign investors,

authorised dealers and corporates as a hindrance, and is negatively

perceived. These are the very entities who are co-responsible for its

effective administration.

The effectiveness of the administration of exchange control by Exchange

Control has not been bench marked against other countries who also have

exchange control in place.

In respect of the 1 % of transactions that are dealt by the Exchange

Control Department of the SARB, no evidence has been placed before the

Commission that suggests that the SARB's management of exchange

control is ineffectual. There may have been a perception that the

Exchange Control Department monitors compliance less in view of the

gradual relaxation of exchange control.

In respect of the 99% of transactions which are administered by the

Authorised Dealers, it is not possible for Commission to come to a view as

to whether or not the Authorised Dealers are complying with 1heir

obligations as co-administrators of Exchange Control Regulations. This is

on account of the fact that no proper investigation has been done on for

instance the management of CFC accounts, non-resident transactions of
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